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I’ve never spent much time with sheep. I have been around loads of cattle, big clumsy things with more 
of a personality than you might think, lots of love to give and fond of affection and completely unaware of their 
size...that is until you start messing with a calf, and then momma shows up acting every bit as big as she is. I’ve 
been around deer, though only a handful up close. If they let you up close, there’s usually something wrong 
with ‘em. But they’re sweet and they watch out for each other and they share the news of any good nibble they 
find, and God knows they find plenty of nibbles around here. I’ve been around rabbits, massively cuddly and 
soft and warm with strong hind legs so coiled with power they can cause themselves great injury fleeing a 
threat. But sheep, the sheep I’ve known, just a few and mostly from a distance, were kind enough, but a 
headbutt’s not out of the question. Sproingy things when younger or really excited about some unknown 
delight. Fur so domesticated that a missed haircut’ll cause some real problems. All the people I’ve known 
that’ve raised sheep have said the same thing at one point or another. Raising sheep requires constant diligence; 
sheep have an uncanny ability to find new and delightfully creative ways to meet their demise. In other words, 
sheep are either very dumb or too smart for their own good. I suspect the former.  

I know so little about sheep that I’ve turned to a couple of books that arrived at my house by suitcase 
several months ago. Seriously, a suitcase full of sustainable agriculture books landed on my doorstep once word 
got out that we’d bought land. It’s one of my treasures, as are the books inside. The two tomes, The Sheep 
Raiser’s Manual and Raising Sheep the Modern Way agree on many of these points. They’re concerned with 
the very real practicalities of shepherding, boasting chapters covering every aspect of farming you can think of, 
from the ground the grazing grass grows on to the fences holding everyone in (and keeping everyone else out), 
from the hooves up, and the internal bits out. There’s recipes for homemade wormer and muttonburger. I can’t 
flip through these books without getting lost in their pages. Chapters like “Starting with Sheep” seem fairly 
basic, but pretty quickly, you’re in the thick of things. “Internal Parasites” is sure to be a taxing read, and 
“Abnormal Lambing Positions and How to Help” promises a sound, if difficult delivery. And I have to admit, 
after reading that one of the books contained, and I quote, “Appealing photos of dozens of breeds,” I was 
disappointed that the same book’s Sheep Calendar was not something I could hang in my workshop and admire 
anew each month.  

But not all sheep are like this, domesticated things that need constant supervision and a suitcase full of 
books to care for. Somewhere around 10,000 years ago we figure, someone tamed the mouflon. The wild 
versions still exist throughout Eastern Europe and some parts of the Middle East - beautiful red things with 
great curving horns - looking more like a cross between a deer and a goat than they do modern sheep. That’s 
most likely the ancestor of these fluffy white things we shear and gather in flocks and occasionally refer to in 
bucolic sermons. But the mouflon, they’re wily things. Hardened by the wildness they face, they’ve gotten 
clever. And agile, too! They climb cliff faces to escape bears or wolves or just to find a better view. They’re 
strong, and they don’t need a shepherd. In fact, they’re pretty skittish around the shepherding types, preferring 
to stay well clear of people and even ceding the daylight over to us when we get too cozy. But the life they live 
is a hard one. Fleeing predators, battling illnesses, foraging for food under a heavy blanket of snow. Sure, 
there’s freedom, but there’s dangers, too. Plenty of ‘em.  

A quick side bar - we’ve come to think of “sheep” as a catch all insult when talking about people. Sheep 
are followers. Or docile. Or just plain dumb. As far back as 1945, the word sheeple has been used to describe 
folks that mindlessly follow the government, the media, religious leaders, or whoever has had their ear most 
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recently. It’s rarely a good thing to be called a sheep. But I’m not sure that’s all that fair. See, we people, many 
ages past, took a perfectly good intelligent species and dumbed it down. We broke it to fit our needs. Now, I’m 
not critiquing the domestication of critters and the agricultural revolution, but I am critiquing us and our ability 
to change something and then use what we changed that thing into as an insult. “Sheep” is only an insult 
because we made them into what they are. We bred for the traits that were desirable for us, but not for traits 
desirable in us.  

But in all this talk of sheep and people and what we’ve done, we still have sheep showing up all over the 
Bible. In Genesis, they’re Jacob’s trick; in Exodus, they paint the lintels for the first Passover; in Leviticus, they 
fill the streets with the people’s generosity. They populate the Holy Land; they sustain the people; they’re cared 
for by shepherds just as God cares for the people. They’ll be among the first to hear news of Jesus’ birth. 
They’re serenaded by the heavenly chorus. They’ll count Jesus as one of their own, the lamb sacrificed for us. 
They’ll even stand on the throne when the Kingdom of God comes.  

Hiking in the wilderness, I’ve spotted a big horn and frozen in my tracks. There’s something 
indescribably majestic to them. But maybe there’s something more subtly majestic to the domestic sheep we 
know. They aren’t flashy. They aren’t wild and fierce and agile. But they are part of God’s story, providing for 
God’s people and connecting us to God year over year. Easter after Easter. When Jesus throws open the gate in 
his metaphor and invites us in, maybe we shouldn’t be insulted. Maybe he’s not calling us sheeple, maybe he’s 
not even calling us domesticated. Maybe he’s calling us part of his story. Necessary and sacred and one of his 
own. And there’s still some truth to that idea all the old sheep farmers have told me. Raising sheep requires 
constant diligence. We, wild or domesticated, we have found all sorts of ways to get ourselves in trouble. And 
yet, Jesus still invites us in, in spite of all the trouble we’ll most certainly be, because we are necessary. And we 
are sacred. And we are his own.  
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